
RFID Blocking Sleeve

Printing : 
- Offset Printing

- CMYK Printing

Personlization :
- Spot UV Printing
- Silver/Golden Hot Stamping 
- Number Printing

The JYL-Tech’s RFID blocking card is a very thin powerful card, preventing

any one from attempting to wiretap your card information without your

permission. Just place this thin card next to your cards in your wallet One

JYL-Tech Blocking Sleeves : RFID blocking card can be applied for at least two contact-less cards next to

it. The plastic card looks no different from a credit card but has only half of

the standard credit card thickness. For a stack of cards in your wallet you

may need an additional blocking card to protect them all

Our Advantage : Artwork Specifications:
- Self developed design for blocking Radio Frequency signal CLEAN, BLACK AND WHITE LINE ART is required

- Secure protection 1pcs bank card or passport inside CDR, PDF or AI files are required

- Customized Colorful Pre-printing, and individual package Tones and screens need to be converted to solids

- Passport or bank card size or customized optional Broken lines, weak lines, or smeared art cannot be imprinted

- Alternative thickness and addtional craft acceptable Outline all fonts in the artwork files

- Competitve price with fast delivery File resolution must be over than 300DPI

Standard Features:
- For Bank Card Size : 89 x 58mm, 88 x 59mm PS :

- For Passport Size : 140 x 98mm, 135 x 92mm No Logos / Artwork from a Website
- Material: 300gsm or 182gsm coated paper + aluminum foil or 
metal shielding

We cannot use logos/artwork that are copied from a website as these

- Surface Option: Gloss, Matt images , are low resolution and will produce a jagged, pixilated

- Warranty : 1 Year imprint with poor quality results.

- Storage: -20℃ and +70℃

- Operating Temperature: -15℃ and +60℃

- MOQ : 10000pcs

Preferred File Formats
Format Extension Description Note

CDR CDR CoreIDRAW Convert text to outlines
AI AI Adobe Illustrator Convert text to outlines

The information contained on this Document is considered to be confidential material proprietary to JYL-Tech, and this information shall not be 
disclosed, duplicated or copied for any purpose, Nor made available for any third party without the prior consent to JYL-Tech.
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